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Abstract

Second price common value auctions is the topic of this thesis. Estimation of such
auctions are technically challenging and equilibrium bid functions in these settings
are in general complex and not easy to analyze. In Paper 1 we derive closed form
approximations of the bid function for two empirically important models. The
approximate bid functions can be evaluated directly without time consuming nu-
merical integration. This is crucial for speeding up likelihood/Bayesian estimations
on auction data. In Paper 2 we explore the determinants of bidder and seller be-
haviour by modelling eBay auctions as independent second price common value
auctions, and assume a similar (the same in Paper 1) hierarchical Gaussian valau-
ation structure as in Bajari and Hortacsu (2003). We use an efficient Bayesian
variable selection algorithm to assess the importance of the model’s covariates.
The good performance of the algorithm is documented on both real and simulated
data. An important result of Paper 2 is the nearly identical inferences for the ap-
proximate bid function in Paper 1 with the exact bid function, which gives much
faster and numerically more stable evaluations of the likelihood function. We apply
the methodology to simulated data and to a carefully collected dataset of 1000 coin
auctions at eBay. The structural estimates are reasonable, both in sign and mag-
nitude, and the model fits the data well. Finally, we document good out-of-sample
predictions from the estimated model.

Keywords: Closed form solution, Bid approximation, Normal valuations, Markov
Chain Monte Carlo, Variable selection, Internet auctions.
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1 IntrodutionAutions have been used sine antiquity for the sale of a variety of objets.An aution is a bidding mehanism, desribed by a set of aution rules thatspeify how the winner is determined and how muh the bidder has to pay.There exists many di�erent aution rules, but four basi types of autions arepartiularly ommon and referred to as standard autions, whih are dividedinto oral (English, Duth) and written (First prie, Seond prie) autions.In oral autions bidders hear eah other's bids and an make ountero�ers.In a written or losed bid aution bidders submit only one bid simultaneouslywithout revealing them to others. The open asending aution or Englishaution is the oldest aution form and typially starts with low bids andinreases in small predetermined portions until only one bidder is left. Theduth aution goes in the opposite diretion. The autioneer begins at aertain, usually high, prie and gradually lowers it until someone makes asign to laim the item. In �rst and seond prie autions bids are sealed.The highest bidder wins in both autions but pays an amount equal to thehighest and the next highest bid in the �rst and the seond prie autions,respetively. A key feature of autions are the asymmetries in information.In the private values model eah bidder knows the value to himself at thetime of bidding and knowledge of other bidders' valuation would not a�ethis valuation. In the (pure) ommon value model, the value of the objetis unknown but the same for all bidders ex ante, but bidders have di�erentprivate information about the true value of the objet.Aution theory refers to the analysis of autions as games of inom-plete information. The �rst pioneering artile in the �eld was the work ofWilliam Vikrey (1961). Sine then the theory of autions has developedextensively, espeially over the last deades. Wilson (1969) introdued theommon value model and developed the �rst losed-form equilibrium analy-sis of the winner's urse, whih is a key feature in ommon value autions.Eah bidder must aount for the fat that if she wins she has the highestsignal among bidders and thus adjust her bids downwards aordingly. Atthe late seventies the major ontributions ame in the literature of autiontheory. Roughly during the same time, independent of eah other, Myerson(1981) and Riley and Samuelson (1981) generalize Vikrey's results aboutthe equality in expeted revenue for many aution settings with a privatelyknown signal, inluding the four standard autions. As Klemperer (1999)mention, in his broad survey of the literature in aution theory, the theo-rem is so fundamental that any reader who is unfamiliar with the result isstrongly urged to learn it. In another artile on the mehanism-design liter-ature of aution theory, Maskin and Riley (1985), in the mehanism-designliterature of aution theory, brings out many key ideas by fousing on onlytwo bidders with private values. Apart from private values, in an in�uentialartile Milgrom and Weber (1982) derive the equilibrium bid funtion for a1



seond prie ommon value aution. In general ommon value models aremuh more tehnially hallenging than these models ounterpart of privatevalues, why it is in pratie di�ult to speify distributional assumptionsthat yield losed-form solutions of the bid funtion or at least neat impliitforms. Quite a few losed-form solutions exists for spei� distributionalassumptions. In Paper 1 we look more into this as we ome bak to later on.Reently, strutural estimations of aution data have beome inreasinglypopular over the last deades. La�ont and Vuong (1996) ame with majorontributions in this �eld and emphasize that aution models are partiularlysuited for strutural estimation where many datasets are readily availableand well-de�ned game forms exists. Bajari and Hortasu (2005) mentionthree onditions that must apply for strutural estimation. First, the bidders'goal is to maximize their expeted utility. This is basily an assumption ofrational bidders. If bidders' maximize their expeted utility by maximizingtheir pro�ts they are risk-neutral bidders, whih is ommonly assumed inthe literature. In equilibrium, the bidders' maximize their utility with anoptimal bid strategy as a funtion of values. Seond, bidders are able toompute the relationship between their bid and the probability of winningthe aution. That is, they are able to ompute the optimal ombination ofthe probability of winning and the amount of the pro�t if they win. Third,given their beliefs, bidders are able to orretly maximize expeted utility.These assumptions of rationally are quite strong, but there exists a numberof papers that test for neessary onditions. In priniple, Guerre, Perrigne,and Vuong (2000) point out that a neessary ondition for rationality inprivate value aution models is to the test if the bid funtion is inreasing.More reently, over the last deade Internet autions have gained widepopularity. Luking-Reiley (2000) surveys 142 online autions and estimateeBay as the world's largest aution site by far. At eBay, millions of items aresold every day in thousands of ategories from whih high-quality datasetsbeome available to buyers and sellers through ompleted aution listings. Toexplore the determinants of bidder and seller behaviour, Bajari and Hortasu(2003) examine a dataset of oin autions from eBay. Aording to severalempirial �ndings for autions with a �xed end time, e.g. Wilox (2000),Shindler (2003), and Okenfels and Roth (2006), bids tend to arrive verylate in these autions. In the spirit of Wilson (1977), Bajari and Hortasu(2003) show for their independent symmetri ommon value model of aneBay aution that late bidding is a Nash equilibrium. As a onsequene, theyestimate eBay autions as independent seond prie ommon value autions.In this environment eah bidder is assumed to plae only one bid in the verylast minute of the aution, so that no other bidders have time to revise theirbids.In this thesis, we model eBay autions as independent seond prie om-mon value autions. Equilibrium bid funtions in ommon value autions arein general omplex and not easy to analyze. A handful losed form solutions2



have been derived, but only for highly speialized models, e.g. Kagel andLevin (1986), Matthews (1984), and Levin and Smith (1991). The lak oflosed form solutions has two major drawbaks. First, it is hard to see howthe bid funtion depends on various distributional omponents of the model,whih makes it more di�ult to bring out model harateristis. Seond,to evaluate the bid funtion one has to make use of numerial integrationwhih is very time demanding. This is a ruial step for eonometri analysisof aution data (e.g. likelihood/Bayesian estimation) where the equilibriumbid funtion has to be evaluated over and over again (Bajari and Hortasu,
2003). By exploiting a linearization property, Bajari and Hortasu (2003)redue the omputational omplexity signi�antly in their model, but theinverse bid funtion in the very ompliated likelihood funtion still needsto be evaluated by time-onsuming numerial integration.In Paper 1, to simplify the omputational omplexity of likelihood/Bayesianestimation we obtain onvenient losed form solutions, for both a known anda stohasti number of bidders, by approximating the equilibrium bid fun-tion for two realisti distributional assumptions. First, a linear bid approx-imation is derived for the hierarhial normal model, de�ned in Bajari andHortasu (2003), and then a non-linear approximation is obtained for theGamma-Gamma model, as de�ned by Gordy (1997). The auray of bothapproximations is quite good, espeially for the normal model, and yieldstraightforward and fast expliit solutions of the equilibrium bid funtionsthat an be inverted analytially. We on�rm this fat in Paper 2 by usingseveral simulated datasets that orginates from a similar eBay aution modelas in Bajari and Hortasu (2003). We obtained nearly idential estimationresults for the approximate and exat bid funtion.Bajari and Hortasu (2003) develop an interesting model for eBay au-tions. In their model, the ommon values are modelled as a heterosedastiGaussian regression, and entry into the autions is stohastially determinedby a Poisson regression. The use of aution spei� ovariates makes it pos-sible to analyze aspets suh as the e�et of the seller's minimum bid onpartiipation. Following Bajari and Hortasu (2003), we model eBay au-tions as independent seond prie ommon value autions and assume asimilar hierarhial Gaussian valuation struture as in their model. Bajariand Hortasu (2003) speify rather ad ho whih ovariates to inlude in themodel. One of the ontributions of Paper 2 is the use of Bayesian inferenemethodology that lets the data make this deision. Therefore, we use ane�ient Bayesian variable seletion algorithm that simultaneously samplesthe posterior distribution of the model parameters and does inferene on thehoie of ovariates. The performane of the variable seletion algorithm per-formed well, the estimation results agree with intuition, model evaluationsare exellent and even preditions performs well.3
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